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Curriculum 
 

‘The future of the world is in my classroom today.’ Ivan Welton 
Fitzwater 
 

Reflecting on the above quote, we need to ask ourselves continu-
ously if we are equipping your sons for the world of the future. 
How does our school embrace a dynamic and relevant curriculum, 
when the factory lines that have worked for so long and we know 
well are all too easy to fall back on? 
 

Our vision of awakening potential, empowering and inspiring  
every boy to become a solutionary for our tomorrow is supported 
by a mission stating that we provide a dynamic, balanced and 
holistic curriculum. This calls on our teachers to see themselves as 
learners in the process and to cultivate a personal love of learning 
in order to meet current demands. We believe that there are 
three key areas we need to analyse critically in order to ensure we 
are meeting the goals set out in our vision and mission -  
curriculum/learning programmes, learning spaces and teacher 
behaviour. 
 

For what should we as a staff aim? If we could develop an  
integrated curriculum delivered by collaborative teachers in a 
relations-based setting we would be well on the way to achieving 
our goals; a curriculum rooted in skills, yet rich in content that is 
relevant and ever-changing. Today’s pupils struggle with subject 
switching - moving to a bell, from one discipline to another. How 
can we connect disciplines and create a thread between subjects? 
Potentially by project-based learning, thematic teaching as well as 
setting the timetable in such a way that similar disciplines are 
placed following on from one another so that themes and/or  
projects flow. Thematic learning is when all the disciplines are 
centred on one theme. It is believed that when broad overarching  
connections are made, learning is more meaningful. 
 

In a recent newsletter, spaces were discussed in detail. We  
continue to strive for spaces that are engaging, comfortable and 
most importantly flexible. These spaces need to encourage and 
inspire innovation at a physical and pedagogical level. A variety of 
spaces which allow the boys to break out of the classroom are 
known to allow for better engagement. As we strive to improve 
our play spaces, so we are looking at these being additional  
learning spaces. You would have noticed the large tree trunk and 
branches outside the Grade 3 classrooms, fun to play on and fun 
to learn on. 
 

 

 

WATCH THIS SPACE! 

U12A won the Bishops Day/Night  Tournament 

Inter-House Cross Country 
 

The annual Inter-House Cross Country run will once again take 
place on the beautiful Klein Constantia Wine Farm on Saturday, 16 
September, and is always one of the highlights of the year.  Our 
great appreciation to the owners of the Klein Constantia farm for 
making this event possible and such a memorable occasion every 
year. 
 

Please look out for sprinkler heads when parking along the road 
leading up to the farm. 
 

There will be wine tasting for those interested and Spur burgers 
will be on sale which will be halaal. 
 

REGRET NO DOGS ALLOWED. 

Our spaces need to ignite curiosity and creativity; encourage  
critical thinking and resourcefulness and nurture community,  
participation and teamwork. 
 

Of utmost importance is teacher behaviour; teaching is not a job, 
but a of state being. Education is about relationships; we need to 
mentor, facilitate, empower and coach. Our teaching should be 
real, relevant and relational. We should continually challenge  
ourselves to be learner focused, trying to respond to each  
individual’s learning styles and needs.  
 

Through the use of co-operative learning and equal engagement 
we can allow each boy to find his voice. Developing a relationship 
with each boy in our care is essential; if we take the time to devel-
op relationships, the rest will fall into place. 
 

‘Education is the kindling of a flame, not the filing of a vessel.’  
Socrates 
 

SHARLENE WHITTY 
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Robyn Davies  
 

(Past Staff 1972-1981 and 1996-2006) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
It is with shock and sadness that we learnt of the passing of Robyn 
on 11 September, following a short illness. Robyn joined her  
husband Lawrie (staff 1969 – 1981) at Wetpups as a Form 3 and 
Art teacher. Innovative and inspirational, she was involved in 
many areas of school life. She ran Scripture Union and a bible 
study group for the domestic staff. A superb singer herself, she  
co-produced many musicals. 
 

On her return to WPPS she started a junior computer centre and 
taught IT from Grades N to 5, creating her own syllabus. Such was 
her expertise in this field that ‘Cybergran’, as she was nicknamed, 
was invited to contribute to an international symposium on  
teaching young children to program, convened in London by Mark 
Shuttleworth. 
 

Robyn will be remembered by her colleagues and the hundreds of 
young men that she taught for her wisdom, deep faith and  
empathy. She will be very much missed. 
 

Our sincere sympathy goes to her twin sister Wendy Bennet (staff 
1975-1999), her children, Stephen, Ceri (staff 2003-2006) and 
Alun, and the extended family. The memorial service will be held 
on Tuesday, 19 September at 14:00 at St Peter’s Church, Fish 
Hoek. 

Tuckshop - Term 4  
 

The Term 4 Tuckshop Form is now available online. Please copy 
the link:  http://bit.ly/tuck42017 into your address bar and submit 
your form.  The last day for submission is SUNDAY 24 SEPTEMBER.  

http://bit.ly/tuck42017


Thought for the Week 
 

WORLD VOICES 
 

“Our children need to be exposed 
to a  world of voices so that the 

whole world becomes their home.” 
 

David Almond 
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Eden Road Notes  
 

READATHON  
Well done to everyone for participating in this year's "Once Upon 
A Time," readathon. Please return all completed challenge cards 
on Monday, 18 September. Certificates will be awarded in the last 
week of the term. 
 

GRADES 1 & 2 LATECOMERS 
Please note the classroom door will be locked at 07:40 until just 
after 08:00 when teachers are finished with their Phonics. Boys 
who arrive after 07:40 will be asked to wait quietly in DJ's office. 

Grade 1 working on Phonics 

U7 & U8 SACS Tournament 
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Drive-In at Wetpups 
 

For our Transport topic, the Grade Rs used recycled material and made box cars - big enough for them to fit in. On Wednesday, they “drove” 
their cars to the “drive-in” where they watched Herbie the Love Bug movie on the “big screen” in the hall. 
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Making Sandwiches for U-Turn 
Grade 5 and Grade N boys paired up earlier this week to make 
sandwiches for the U-Turn Homeless Ministry. We were very proud 
of the way in which the Grade 5s took on the role of supporting the 
Grade Ns, and together the boys made more than 200 sandwiches, 
which were delivered to U-Turn on Wednesday morning.   
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Grade 1 Story 
Evening 

Grade 2 Library 
Morning 
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Grade N Mineral World 

Grade N  
Library  
Morning 



Grade R Library Morning 
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 Eden Road Readathon 



Newlands Road Readathon 
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